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Abstract: In response to the problem of mismatch between new energy output and multi-energy load
requirement in multi-energy power systems, this article proposes a dynamic optimization model
for new energy output in multiple time intervals based on multi-energy storage coordination. First,
considering the energy conversion characteristics of multi-energy storage, the dynamic optimization
method of new energy output based on the discrete division of subinterval of scheduling time is
studied. Then, considering the cost of adjusting various resources comprehensively, the optimization
objective of new energy output is studied, and a model-solving method based on a directed graph
topology distributed algorithm is proposed. Finally, simulation verification was conducted, and the
simulation results showed that the method proposed in this paper can effectively suppress the new
energy fluctuation and reduce peak-shaving costs.

Keywords: multi-energy storage; new energy; interval dynamic optimization; multi-time scale
dispatch; distributed algorithm

1. Introduction

A multi-energy power system contains controllable primary energy input sources such
as coal, gas, hydropower, and hydrogen energy. However, a multi-energy power system
has strong randomness [1]. On the one hand, the access scale of new energy represented by
wind and light is constantly increasing. On the other hand, the proportion of multi-energy
loads dominated by traditional loads and new forms of loads such as heat and hydrogen
are gradually increasing [2–5]. Therefore, the power and energy balance of multi-energy
power systems at different spatial and temporal scales will be affected by the fluctuation
of new energy power output and load, and will have a huge and extensive impact on
the safe, stable, and economic operation of the multi-energy power system. In the multi-
energy power system, the coordination of multi-energy storage and traditional flexibility
regulation resources to optimize the output of new energy power generation with high
efficiency and low cost is a new opportunity and challenge in the process of transformation
from a traditional power system to a new power system [6].

The energy balance process of a multi-energy power system is complex, and many
researchers have studied the energy balance problem of multi-energy power systems. Ref-
erence [7] established an optimal economic dispatch model to minimize the additional
adjustment cost of multi-energy adjustable units, which reduced the congestion risk of
multi-energy systems. Reference [8] proposed a multi-objective optimal scheduling method
for multi-energy systems considering environmental costs, carbon transaction costs, and
operating costs. Reference [9] proposed an electric-thermal hybrid power flow calculation
method, which can intuitively express the electric, thermal, and hydraulic flow charac-
teristics in the system. The iterative solution of this method is higher than that of the
traditional Newton–Raphson iterative method, which can improve the operation economy
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of the multi-energy system. At present, most of the research on the energy balance of multi-
energy power grids still stays at the day-ahead scheduling level. At the intra-day level,
there are few studies on real-time energy balance considering new energy fluctuations.

Aiming at the control problem of the new energy stable operation domain, a multi-
period planning model of a multi-energy microgrid is proposed in Reference [10], and the
enhanced bilinear Benders decomposition method is used to solve the model, which can
effectively deal with the influence of multi-type uncertainties on the system. Reference [11]
established a multi-energy coordinated scheduling model based on the hybrid stochastic
interval method so that the system can still maintain efficient operation under multiple
uncertainties. Reference [12] studied a stability region analysis method of the droop
coefficient of a new energy inverter, which can obtain a more accurate coordinated stability
region of the droop coefficient and provide support for the optimal scheduling of the
system. Reference [13] proposed a two-stage robust operation method for multi-energy
systems considering uncertainties, which uses multi-energy complementary coordination
to compensate for multi-dimensional uncertainties and maintain the energy balance of
the system. Reference [14] proposed a robust flexible scheduling method for multi-energy
systems that can improve the flexibility of demand-side response. The above research
results provide some solutions for the new energy output control of multi-energy systems
in uncertain scenarios. However, in the study of real-time control of new energy output,
how to achieve rapid suppression of new energy fluctuations while taking into account the
economy is subject to improvement.

Therefore, this paper proposes a multi-period interval dynamic optimization model of
new energy output based on multi-energy storage coordination. The specific innovative
research results are as follows:

(1) To realize the dynamic optimization of new energy output, the optimal solution of
new energy output is discretized to form a continuous function in time.

(2) A dynamic optimization strategy is designed, which regards the multi-energy energy
storage device and the new energy unit as a whole. By controlling the state of charge
of the energy storage device, the output fluctuation of the new energy is suppressed.

(3) Considering the adjustment cost of multiple types of regulating equipment connected
to multi-energy power systems, the objective function of new energy output optimiza-
tion of multi-energy power systems is established, and the model is solved based on
distributed graph theory.

2. Multi-Energy Storage Model
2.1. Electrothermal Energy Storage Model

The energy conversion process in the high-voltage electric heating and storage system
can be described as three stages: the electric heating stage, heat storage stage, and heat
release stage [15].

For the electric heating stage, the heat absorbed by the heat storage system is provided
by the electrothermal resistance wire, assuming that the conversion efficiency of electricity
to heat is ηht, then:

PinQ = ηhtPhin (1)

where Phin is the input power of heat storage, PinQ is the absorption power of heat storage.
For the heat storage stage and the heat release stage, the energy state of the system

can be expressed by the following equation:

∆EPQ =
(

PinQ − PoutQ − Plost
)
∆t (2)

where ∆EpQ is the energy change in the heat storage system, PinQ is the heat absorbed by
the heat storage system, PoutQ is the heat supplied by the heat storage system, and Plost is
the power lost by the heat storage system in unit time.
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2.2. Battery Characteristic Model

The storage and release characteristics We(t) of electrical energy during battery charg-
ing and discharging [16] can be described as:

We(t) =
∫ t

t−∆t
S2

be[ieec(t) + ilec(t)]
2
RBdt + kiust(t)

∫ t

t−∆t
Sbe[ieec(t) + ilec(t)]UF(t)dt (3)

where kiust(t) is the battery charge and discharge state function, the value is −1 or +1,
which represents the charging and discharging states, respectively; RB is the equivalent
resistance between the positive and negative poles of the battery; UF is the potential
difference between the positive and negative electrodes of the battery.

2.3. Electro-Hydrogen Energy Storage Characteristic Model

The electric hydrogen energy storage system mainly includes three components:
electrolysis of water to hydrogen, hydrogen storage, and hydrogen fuel cell power genera-
tion [17,18].

Electro-hydrogen energy conversion characteristics can be described as:

WTH(t) =
ηTH
QH2

∫ t

t−∆t
PTH(t)dt (4)

where WTH is the energy contained in the hydrogen produced by the electrolysis of the
water hydrogen production device in ∆t time scale; P is the power consumption of the
water electrolysis hydrogen production device in ∆t time scale; ηTH and QH2 are the electro-
hydrogen energy conversion efficiency of the electrolysis water hydrogen production device
and the calorific value per unit volume of hydrogen, i.e., the chemical energy contained in
the unit volume of hydrogen.

The hydrogen-electric energy conversion characteristics of hydrogen fuel cells can be
expressed as:

WHout(t) = QH2 ηchWHin(t) (5)

WHin(t) =
∫ t

t−∆t
VHin(t)dt (6)

where WHout is the electrical energy emitted by the hydrogen fuel cell in ∆t time scale;
WHin(t) is the hydrogen fuel cell consuming hydrogen energy at ∆t time scale; VHin is the
hydrogen consumption rate of the hydrogen fuel cell at ∆t time scale (m3/h); ηch and QH2

are the hydrogen-electric energy conversion efficiency of the hydrogen fuel cell and the
calorific value per unit volume of hydrogen, respectively.

The amount of hydrogen stored in the hydrogen storage tank and the energy charac-
teristics contained in it can be expressed as:

WHST(t) = WHST(t− ∆t)− γHinQH2

∫ t

t−∆t
VHin(t)dt (7)

where WHST(t) is the energy contained in the hydrogen storage device at time t; WHST(t− ∆t)
is the energy contained in the hydrogen storage device before ∆t; VHin(t) is the amount of
hydrogen injected into the compressor, which may be positive or negative; γHin and QH2

are the hydrogen compression injection efficiency and calorific value per unit volume of
hydrogen, respectively.

3. Dynamic Optimization Strategy of New Energy Output Based on Multi-Energy
Storage Control

Based on a thorough analysis of the operational characteristics of multi-energy storage
devices, this section takes advantage of the fast response and strong regulation ability of
energy storage devices, and considers the multi-energy storage devices and new energy
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units as a whole, designing a dynamic optimization strategy. By controlling the state of
charge of the energy storage device, the fluctuation of new energy output can be suppressed.

3.1. Discretization Optimization of New Energy Output

To realize the dynamic optimization of new energy output, the optimization solution
of new energy output needs to be regarded as a continuous function in time [19]:

minp(t)z = φ(g)

st.


.

m = FEPS(m, p, d), m(0) = m0
g = FEOU(m, p)
pi ≤ p(t) ≤ px

(8)

where z is the objective of minimizing fluctuations in the new energy output of a multi-
energy power system; FEPS(·) is the equation of state for a multi-energy power system;
g ∈ Rng is the output power of each wind and photovoltaic station in the multi-energy
power system; FEOU(·) is the output equation of a new energy generation system for a
multi-energy power system; m ∈ Rnm is the state variables of voltage magnitude, phase
angle, line active power and line reactive power in a multi-energy power system; m0 is
the initial state of the multi-energy power system at time t = 0; d ∈ Rnd is an uncertain
disturbance causing fluctuations in wind and PV output in a multi-energy power system;
p(t) ∈ Rnp is the amount of input and output power control for all adjustable devices in
a multi-energy power system including each multi-energy storage system; pi and px are
the lower and upper limits of power regulation for each adjustable device, respectively;
φ(·) is the objective function for optimizing the power output of new energy sources in a
multi-energy power system, which can be expressed by the power output characteristics of
the wind and photovoltaic power systems operating in the system.

φ(g) = max

∣∣∣∣∣PMPE −
(

xWP

∑
i=1

gi +
xPV

∑
j=1

gj

)∣∣∣∣∣ (9)

where PMPE is the total new energy output forecast for the multi-energy power system; gi
is the i-th equivalent wind turbine or wind farm output in a multi-energy power system;
xWP is the number of equivalent wind turbines or wind farms in a multi-energy power
system; gj is in a multi-energy power system j-th equivalent PV unit or PV plant output;
xPV is the number of equivalent PV units or PV plants in a multi-energy power system.

The above dynamic process of optimizing the new energy output is discretized into a
non-linear programming problem in each sub-time interval and can be described as:

minpi ,...,pNEIC
z = φ[g(NEIC)]

st.


m(i + 1) = FDJK[m(i), p(i), d(i)], m(0) = m0
g(i) = POUE[m(i), p(i)]
pi ≤ p(i) ≤ px
∀i = 1, . . . , NEIC

(10)

where NEIC is the number of sub-time intervals of the multi-energy power system within a
dispatch time interval period [0, TEIC]; FDJK and pOUE are the non-linear equation of state
of the multi-energy power system and the new energy power output equation, respectively
after discretization according to the dispatch time interval.

3.2. Dynamic Optimization Strategy for New Energy Output

Based on the optimal discretization of new energy output, this paper proposes an
optimal control method of new energy output considering the state of multi-energy stor-
age sources, which can quickly respond to the uncertain disturbance with time-varying
characteristics in the scheduling time interval.
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3.2.1. New Energy Unit Output Matrix Considering Multi-Energy Storage Control and
Uncertainty Disturbance

In the dynamic optimization process, the scheduling time interval needs to be divided
into several time subintervals. In each time subinterval, the proportion of new energy
output in the system is set unchanged. When a time subinterval ends, the given value of
the new energy output of the next subinterval is corrected according to the real-time output
of each unit at the end time. When the whole scheduling interval ends, the proportion of
new energy output is reset according to the set value of new energy output in the next
scheduling interval, and so on.

Divide the scheduling time interval [0, TEIC] into NEIC sub-time intervals:

[0, t1), [t1, t2), . . . , [ti−1, ti), . . . , [tEIC−1, tEIC) (11)

where i ∈ 1, 2, . . . , NEIC is the i-th sub-time interval. Then, the optimization objective of the
new energy output in the multi-energy power system on the i-th sub-time interval [ti−1, ti)
can be expressed as:

FEOT(i) = OEOT g(i) (12)

where FEOT(i) is the set value of new energy output in the i-th sub-time interval [ti−1, ti) of
the multi-energy power system within the scheduling time interval [0, TEIC] determined by
the previous day’s dispatch; g(i) is the output of each equivalent new energy unit or new
energy station in the multi-energy power system in the i-th sub-time interval [ti−1, ti); OEOT
is the given combination conversion matrix, which describes the proportion of the output of
each equivalent new energy unit or new energy station in the multi-energy power system
within the scheduling time interval [0, TEIC] determined by the previous day’s dispatch.
The share of the capacity of the new energy unit or new energy station in the multi-energy
power system in the time interval [0, TEIC] determined at the time of dispatch.

To solve the optimal combination matrix that satisfies the general situation of new
energy output uncertainty in a multi-energy power system OEOT , it is necessary to deter-
mine the actual value of new energy output under actual operating conditions. Here, this
paper considers the influence of disturbance deviation on system operation, and defines
the actual output deviation function of new energy KDUEF as follows:

KDUEF = Z(p, d)− ZIET(d) (13)

where ZIET is the minimum value of the actual fluctuation of the new energy output of the
multi-energy power system.

Under the premise of a given uncertainty disturbance d of the actual output of new
energy, the objective of minimizing the fluctuation of new energy output Z(p, d) can be
transformed into a second-order function of the actual control of multi-energy storage
devices pIET in the system:

Z(p, d) = ZIET(d) +
∂Z(p− pIET)

∂p
+

1
2
(p− pIET)

∂2Z(p− pIET)

∂p2 (14)

Since the proportion of new energy output is constant in the time subinterval, the
objective function satisfies:

∂Z(p− pIET)

∂p
= 0 (15)

Then, from the above equation and the actual new energy output deviation function
KDUEF can be obtained as follows:

KDUEF =
1
2

(
p− piet

)∂2Z(p− pIET)

∂p2 (16)
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At this point, the new energy output of the multi-energy power system, as determined
by the previous day’s dispatch, is expressed as:

g = FOUE p + FDJKd (17)

After considering the influence of disturbance bias in the system, the error in the
output of new energy in the system can be expressed as:

∆p = −(OEOT FOUE)
−1OEOT FDJK∆d (18)

From this, the control deviation of the multi-energy storage system in actual operation
can be given as:

∆pIET = −
∂2Z(p−pIET)

∂p∂d

∂2Z(p−pIET)
∂p2

∆d (19)

Thus, the deviation of the new energy output of the multi-energy power system from
the optimized output value set by the previous day’s dispatch during the actual grid
operation can be found KDUEF, as:

KDUEF =
1
2

∥∥∥S(OEOT FOUE)
−1OEOTα

∥∥∥2

2
(20)

where STS = ∂2Z(p−pIET)
∂p2 , α = −

(
FOUE

∂2Z(p−pIET)
∂p2

)−1
∂2Z(p−pIET)

∂p2 .

According to the above equation, considering the actual operating conditions of the
multi-energy power system in each time interval, the matrix OEOT of the power output of
each equivalent new energy unit or new energy station in the system can be given as:

OT
EOT =

√
∂2Z(p−pIET)

∂p2

(ααT)FOUE

(
FT

OUE(ααT)
−1FOUE

) (21)

3.2.2. Dynamic Optimization of New Energy Output Combination Matrix

To enable various equipment in a multi-energy system to continuously change their
output status according to the regulatory requirements of the power grid during actual
operation, it is necessary to continuously adjust the proportion of new energy units in the
system. Therefore, the output combination matrix of new energy is constantly revised with
the increase of subintervals.

The proportion of new energy power output in the i-th time subinterval during
[0, TEIC] is determined by the actual new energy output in all operated subintervals before,
namely:

FEOT(i) = FEOT(i− 1)−O′EOT


g(0)
g(1)

...
g(i− 1)

 (22)

where g(i− 1) is the output of each equivalent new energy unit or new energy station in
the multi-energy power system in the i-th sub-time interval [ti−2, ti−1); O′EOT is a modified
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combination matrix based on the new energy output of the previous i− 1 sub-time interval,
given by the following equation:

O′EOT =


[O′EOT1OEOT ] 0 · · · 0

0 [O′EOT2OEOT ] · · · 0
...

...
. . .

...
0 0 · · · [O′EOTiOEOT ]

 (23)

where O′EOTi is the proportional adjustment matrix for the combination of new energy
power output set for each time subinterval.

After taking into account the correction of the new energy output mix ratio by the
operating state of the NEIC time subintervals during [0, TEIC], by the combination conver-
sion matrix OEOT determined by the previous day’s scheduling and the new energy output
mix ratio adjustment matrix O′EOT the new energy output optimization target for the next
scheduling time interval is initialized:

F′EOT,N+1 = FEOT,N+1 + OEOT,N+1


OEOT g(1) + O′EOT1GOUE[g(0)]
OEOT g(2) + O′EOT2GOUE[g(0), g(1)]
...
OEOT g(NEIC)
+O′EOTNEIC GOUE[g(0), g(1), . . . , g(NEIC)]

 (24)

where FEOT,N+1 and F′EOT,N+1 are the day-ahead setting and the corrected setting of the
new energy power output at the beginning of the next day-ahead dispatch time interval
after the end of [0, TEIC], respectively; OEOT,N+1 is the combination matrix of new energy
power output at the beginning of the next day-ahead dispatch time interval as determined
by day-ahead dispatch; GOUE(·) is the cumulative correction function for fluctuations in
new energy output in the previous day’s dispatch interval.

4. Optimization Model for New Energy Output from Multi-Energy Grids
4.1. Objective Function

Considering the multi-energy forms connected to the multi-energy power system,
electricity to heat and electricity to hydrogen are the mainstay, and the regulation resources
participating in the coordinated optimization of new energy output include thermal power,
hydropower, wind power, photovoltaic and electric heating energy storage, electricity
hydrogen energy storage and battery energy storage. The objective function of new en-
ergy output optimization of multi-energy power system comprehensively considering the
regulation cost of each regulating resource is:

min fCOST [z(p, d)] = fCOST

(
n

∑
i=1

CSTi,T

)
(25)

where fCOST is the regulation cost function of a multi-energy power system for a given
new energy output fluctuation optimization objective; CSTi,T is the cost function of each
regulating resource participating in the regulation of the new energy output of the grid
during the time interval of each day of dispatch of the multi-energy power system, which is
thermal power regulation cost function, hydropower regulation cost function, heat storage
regulation cost function, electricity storage regulation cost function, hydrogen storage
regulation cost function and load regulation cost function.
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4.2. Constraints
4.2.1. Multi-Energy Power System New Energy Output Regulation Range Trade-Off Constraint

Multi-energy power system new energy output regulation range trade-off constraint
is shown as:

Pmin
DUOP,T ≤ PDUOP,T ≤ Pmax

DUOP,T (26)

where PDUOP,T is the total new energy output expected from the multi-energy power
system during the dispatch time interval T; Pmax

DUOP,T and Pmin
DUOP,T are the expected upper

and lower limits of fluctuations in the total new energy output of the multi-energy power
system during the dispatch time interval T. The significance of these two parameters is to
determine a reasonable expectation of a fluctuating range of new energy output, too large
an expectation can cause lead to a lower level of system power balance, while too small an
expectation can cause higher regulation costs.

4.2.2. Constraints on the Regulation Characteristics of Thermal and Hydropower Units

For thermal and hydropower units, the regulation performance and scope of their
participation in the optimization of the new energy output of a multi-energy power system
is mainly governed by two indicators: the adjustable power size and the adjustable power
variation rate: {

∆Pmin
H&W,T ≤ ∆PH&W,T ≤ ∆Pmax

H&W,T
Kmin

H&W,T ≤ KH&W,T ≤ Kmax
H&W,T

(27)

where ∆PH&W,T is the adjustable power of thermal or hydropower units of the multi-energy
power system during the dispatch time interval T; ∆Pmax

H&W,T and ∆Pmin
H&W,T are the upper

and lower limits of the adjustable power of a multi-energy power system for thermal or
hydropower, respectively, during the dispatch time interval T; KH&W,T schedules the rate of
change in the adjustable power of thermal or hydro units of a multi-energy power system
during the time interval T; Kmax

H&W,T and Kmin
H&W,T are the upper and lower limits for the

rate of change in the adjustable power of a multi-energy power system, thermal or hydro,
respectively, during the dispatch time interval T.

In general, the regulable power of thermal or hydropower units is reserved in advance
of the daily or weekly dispatch cycle, while the regulation rate is related to the technical
performance of the unit and its power system. A larger reserved regulation power and
a better regulation rate also correspond to a larger regulation cost. Therefore, in multi-
energy power systems with a large proportion of new energy sources, the potential for
multi-energy interaction and storage should be exploited as much as possible, to reduce
the reserved regulation power of thermal or hydropower units and thus reduce the cost of
optimizing the new energy generation output of the multi-energy power system.

4.2.3. Multi-Energy Storage Regulation Characteristics Constraints

For thermal, electrical, and hydrogen storage systems, the regulation performance
and range of the systems involved in optimizing the new energy output of a multi-energy
power system is governed by the State of Charge (SOC) adjustable power and the rate of
change in adjustable power:

SOCmin
MES,T ≤ SOCMES,T ≤ SOCmax

MES,T∣∣∣∆Pmin
MES,T

∣∣∣ ≤ ∣∣∣∆PMES,T

∣∣∣ ≤ ∣∣∣∆Pmax
MES,T

∣∣∣∣∣∣Kmin
MES,T

∣∣∣ ≤ ∣∣∣KMES,T

∣∣∣ ≤ ∣∣∣Kmax
MES,T

∣∣∣ (28)

where SOCMES,T is the multi-energy storage load state in the dispatch time interval T;
SOCmax

MES,T and SOCmin
MES,T are the upper and lower limits of the multi-energy storage load

state in the dispatch time interval; ∆PMES,T is the adjustable power of multi-energy storage
charging and discharging energy in the dispatching time interval T; ∆Pmax

MES,T and ∆Pmin
MES,T

are the upper and lower limits of the adjustable power of multi-energy charging and
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discharging energy in the dispatching time range; KMES,T dispatch time interval T multi-
energy storage charging and discharging power change rate; Kmax

MES,T and Kmin
MES,T are the

upper and lower limits of the adjustable power change rate of multi-energy storage charging
and discharging energy in the dispatching time interval T.

4.2.4. Multi-Energy Regulation Balance Constraints

Regardless of the electricity, heat, hydrogen, and gas systems, when it is necessary
to ensure participation in the optimization of the new energy output of a multi-energy
power system within a given time scale, its regulation performance and scope are mainly
constrained by the two indicators of State of Charge (SOC) adjustable power size and
adjustable power change rate:

∑
zm∈MESi

WMES,T + ∑
zr∈h&Wi

WH&W,T + ∑
zr∈DRMi

WDRM,T = ∆WΣ (29)

where WMES,T is the regulation energy of multi-energy storage in the dispatching time
interval T; WH&W,T is the regulation energy of thermal power and hydropower units in the
dispatching time interval T; WDRM,T is the response load regulation energy of the demand
side in the dispatching time interval T; ∆WΣ is the total energy demand of the multi-energy
power system in the dispatching time interval T to optimize the output of new energy.

4.2.5. Multi-Energy Power System Network Constraints
Psupply,i,T = Pcon,i,T + Vi ∑

j∈i
Vj
(
Gij cos θij + Bij sin θij

)
Qsupply,i,T = Qcon,i,T + Vi ∑

j∈i
Vj
(
Gij sin θij − Bij cos θij

) (30)

where Psupply,i,T and Qsupply,i,T provides active power and reactive power to multi-energy
power system nodes i in the scheduling time intervals T of thermal power, hydropower,
wind power, photovoltaic, and battery energy storage, respectively; Pcon,i,T and Qcon,i,T
represents the active power and reactive power consumed by the nodes i in the multi-energy
power system in the scheduling time interval T, respectively, for electric heating energy
storage, electric hydrogen energy storage, and electric load; G, B and θ are conductance,
susceptance and voltage phase angle difference between adjacent nodes of multi-energy
power system, respectively.  Umin

i,T ≤ Ui,T ≤ Umax
i,T(

Imin
ij,T

)2
≤ I2

ij,T ≤
(

Imax
ij,T

)2 (31)

where Umax
i,T and Umin

i,T are the upper and lower limits of the node voltage amplitude in the
scheduling time interval T; Imax

ij,T and Imin
ij,T are the upper and lower limits of branch current

in the scheduling time interval T.

4.3. Solving Algorithm

Based on the proposed optimization strategy for new energy output, this paper solves
the model using a directed graph topology distributed algorithm [20]. The distributed
power supply in a multi-energy system has the characteristics of plug-and-play. Therefore,
the distributed algorithm using directed graph topology can adapt to the changing structure
of a multi-energy power grid and quickly solve the problem of changing topology. The
multi-energy storage devices involved in the multi-energy system and the distribution
characteristics and energy interaction relationship of multi-energy generation units can be
represented as a directed graph composed of nodes and connection relationships:

GCOST = {VCOST , ECOST , ACOST} (32)
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where VCOST is the set of nodes with the flexibility to regulate resources in the multi-energy
power system; ECOST is the set of connection relationships between flexible resource nodes
with energy interaction in multi-energy power systems; ACOST is the energy interaction
intensity matrix between flexible resource nodes in multi-energy power systems.

In the directed graph, the objective function for optimizing the new energy output of
the multi-energy power system can be expressed as a function of the three-dimensional
variable gCOSTi for the input and output power of electricity, heat, and hydrogen energy:

min fCOST [Z(p, d)] = FCOST

(
N

∑
i=1

gCOSTi,T

)
(33)

where N is the number of nodes in the multi-energy power system with flexible regulation
resources and FCOST is the network-wide regulation cost function of the multi-energy
power system.

Before the start of the scheduling time interval, the basic operating status of the nodes
in the multi-energy power system network can be obtained as:

Uij,T =
[
UEL,ij,T , UTH,ij,T , UH2ij,T

]T
(34)

The objective function for optimizing the new energy output of a multi-energy power
system according to the above equation can then be further rewritten in the following form:

minFCOST

(
N
∑

i=1

N
∑

j=1

(
gCOSTii,T + vCOSTij,T gCOSTij,T

))
s.t.

N
∑

i=1
gCOSTi =

N
∑

i=1

N
∑

j=1
Uij,T , gCOSTi,T ∈ γCOSTij

(35)

According to the objective function shown above, the adjustment demand capacity
of each node during the scheduling time interval ∆Uij,T can be obtained by solving it.
Therefore, the optimization and regulation goal of new energy output is:[

∆UEL,ij,T , ∆UTH,ij,T , ∆UH2ij,T

]
∇FCOSTij,T

= 2ϕEL,ij,T

∥∥∥∆UEL,ij,T

∥∥∥2
+ 2ϕTH,ij,T

∥∥∥∆UTH,ij,T

∥∥∥2
+ 2ϕH2ij,T

∥∥∥∆UH2ij,T

∥∥∥2

≥ Φij,T

∥∥∥[∆UEL,ij,T , ∆UTH,ij,T , ∆UH2ij,T

]∥∥∥2

(36)

where ∇ is the scatter of the FCOSTij,T function within the scheduling time interval; and
Φij,T is given by:

Φij,T = min
{

ϕEL,ij,T , ϕTH,ij,T , ϕH2ij,T

}
(37)

where ϕEL,ij,T , ϕTH,ij,T and ϕH2ij,T are the regulation cost coefficients of the flexibility re-
source nodes when they participate in the optimization of the new energy output of the
multi-energy power system with the corresponding regulation energy of ∆UEL,ij,T , ∆UTH,ij,T
and ∆UH2ij,T for electricity, heat, and hydrogen, respectively. In this study, all flexible re-
sources are assumed to have positive electricity, heat, and hydrogen energy regulation
costs greater than zero when participating in the optimization of new energy output from a
multi-energy power system as Φij,T > 0.

5. Example Analysis

According to the actual structure and operation data of a power grid, this paper estab-
lishes a simulation system. A multi-energy power system topology including new energy
power supply represented by wind and photovoltaic power generation and other multi-
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energy exchange and storage equipment is constructed, as shown in Figure 1. The capacity
configuration of each power supply and energy storage device is shown in Tables 1 and 2.
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Figure 1. Topology of new energy power system.

Table 1. Capacity parameter of power source.

Node Number Power Source Type Capacity (MW)

1, 3, 23 Wind power 11,000
2 Photovoltaic power 4800

4, 11, 18, 22, 28 Thermal power 36,500
14, 6, 30 Hydroelectric power 3000

9 Gas power 1500

Table 2. Capacity parameter of multi-energy storage equipment.

Node Number Power Source Type Capacity (MWh)

8, 9 Electric heating and heat storage equipment 11,000

5 Electric hydrogen production, hydrogen storage
equipment, and hydrogen cell 4800

7, 24 Chemical battery 1500

To verify the effectiveness of the proposed dynamic optimization method for multi-
energy systems that considers multi-source energy storage coordination and disturbance of
new energy output, the following simulation scenarios are set up to validate the proposed
method, as shown in Table 3.

Table 3. Simulation scenario setting.

Simulation Scenario Whether the Energy Storage Device
Is Involved in Regulation

New Energy
Output Uncertainty Algorithm

S1 NO 5% Proposed algorithm
S2 YES 5% Proposed algorithm
S3 YES 20% Proposed algorithm

S4 YES 20% Multi-objective differential
algorithm
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5.1. The Influence of Energy Storage Configuration on the Optimization Results

To study the necessity of multi-energy storage devices in optimizing new energy
output, this article sets up S1 and S2 for comparison. Optimize and solve the output of
multi-energy system units with a 5% uncertainty in new energy output.

According to the actual operation data of the new energy power grid. Provide the
wind power output, photovoltaic output, and load demand curves of the multi-energy
system as shown in Figure 2. It can be seen from Figure 2 that the photovoltaic output
period is from 7:00 to 18:00, the wind farm outputs electric energy throughout the day,
and the output is more at night. Comparing the new energy output with the load curve,
it can be seen that in the two periods of 6:00–12:00 and 18:00–22:00, the trend of the new
energy output and the load demand curve is inconsistent. Therefore, in the optimization
process, energy storage devices are needed to supplement the new energy output in these
two periods.
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Figure 2. Multi-energy power system typical new energy power output and load curve.

S1:
Regarding the new energy output and load curve of the multi-energy system shown

in Figure 2, in the scenario where energy storage is not involved in regulation when the
new energy generation output of the system fluctuates, the main units responsible for peak-
shaving in the system are thermal power, hydropower, and gas units. At this point, to adapt
to the fluctuation of new energy output, the variation characteristics of the hydroelectric
output, thermal power output, and gas power generation output curves of the multi-energy
system are shown in Figure 3.
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From Figure 3, it can be seen that to make the power grid can still meet the balance
of supply and demand power under the premise of fluctuation of new energy power
generation, it is necessary to start up a large thermal power and gas turbine. The greater
the start-up mode of these two types of units, the higher the carbon emissions of multi-
energy power systems. In addition, some thermal power, hydropower, and gas units in the
running time of the production of electricity than the load demand, which caused some
unnecessary waste.

S2:
When there are fluctuations in the output of new energy, consider the participation of

multiple energy storage systems such as electric heat storage, chemical batteries, electric
hydrogen storage, and hydrogen fuel cells in regulation. At this point, the optimization
results of new energy output are shown in Figure 4, and the output curve of traditional
generator sets is shown in Figure 5.
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As shown in Figure 4, in the scenario where multi-energy storage is involved in
regulation, the charging and discharging power of the energy storage device can suppress
the fluctuation of new energy output, making its output characteristics more in line with
the load demand power curve. From Figure 5, it can be seen that the output of traditional
generator sets has significantly decreased compared to S1, and the peak-shaving pressure
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has significantly decreased. At this time, in addition to traditional power regulation
resources, the conversion and storage coordination of multiple energy sources in the system
effectively reduces the dependence of power system peak-shaving on thermal power units,
gas units, and hydropower units.

On the other hand, after combining the three forms of energy storage, each participates
in the optimization and regulation of the multi-energy power system, which can give full
play to the regulation potential of various energy storage devices and achieve better
complementarity with new energy output. When the output of new energy is greater than
the load, it absorbs energy in time, reduces the abandonment of wind and light in the
system, participates in peak-shaving when the output of new energy is low and the load is
at its peak and reduces the burden on the power grid. This verifies the necessity of multi-
energy storage devices participating in the regulation of new energy output optimization.

The output cost of each peak-shaving unit in the system is shown in Figure 6.
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5.2. The Influence of New Energy Output Uncertainty on the Optimization Results

To study the impact of uncertainty in new energy output on the optimization results,
this paper sets S3 and compares it with S2 under the premise of only increasing uncertainty
in new energy output under the same other conditions.

S3:
If a 20% random change in the uncertainty of new energy output is made, the system

load demand is the same as shown in Figure 2. When the uncertainty of new energy output
is 20%, the optimization algorithm proposed in this article is used. The output optimization
results of new energy units are shown in Figure 7, while the output results of traditional
power generation units are shown in Figure 8.

From the simulation results in Figure 7, it can be seen that in the case of a 15% increase
in uncertainty of new energy output, the effect of energy storage devices on optimizing
new energy output fluctuations is slightly weaker than in S2. During the peak period of
new energy output, the charging energy of the energy storage device is slightly less than
that of S2, and the regulating output of the energy storage device is also slightly reduced
during the peak period of low load demand of new energy output. However, they can still
make some extent suppress new energy fluctuations.

From the simulation results in Figure 8, it can be seen that in response to the impact
of increased uncertainty in new energy output, the reserve capacity in the multi-energy
system is increased compared to S1 and S2, which is about 12% higher than S1 and about
20% higher than S2. Especially in the 6:00~12:00 and 18:00~22:00 periods when the new
energy output cannot meet the demand of load growth, the output of traditional energy
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units increases, and the output of traditional energy units increases. However, at this
point, multi-energy storage devices are also actively responding and taking on some of the
regulatory pressure.

The output cost of each peak-shaving unit in the system is shown in Figure 9.
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In terms of peak-shaving cost, it can be seen from the comparison between Figures 6 and 9
that the increase in uncertainty of new energy output will inevitably lead to an increase in
the reserve capacity of traditional power generation units, thus leading to an increase in
the total peak-shaving cost of the system. Especially during peak electricity consumption
periods, the additional cost of peak-shaving for thermal power units is relatively high,
leading to a significant increase in peak-shaving costs.

5.3. Comparison of Optimization Results under Another Solving Algorithm

To verify the superiority of the new energy output optimization algorithm proposed in
this article, S4 is set, and different algorithms are used to optimize the new energy output
under the same other conditions, and compared with S3.

S4:
When the uncertainty of new energy output is 20%, a multi-objective differential

algorithm is used to solve the output optimization of flexible regulating units in the multi-
energy system [21], the simulation results are shown in Figures 10 and 11.
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From Figure 10, it can be seen that compared to Figure 7, the use of a multi-objective
differential algorithm for planning multi-source energy storage output results in weaker
optimization efforts for new energy output, and the depth of charging and discharging of
multi-energy energy storage devices also slightly decreases during low and peak electricity
consumption. Therefore, the dynamic optimization algorithm proposed in this article
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can better unleash the regulating potential of energy storage devices and achieve a stable
output of new energy. As shown in the results in Figure 11, after using the multi-objective
differential algorithm for optimization, the reserve capacity of thermal power units has
increased compared to Figure 8.

The output cost of each peak-shaving unit in the system is shown in Figure 12.
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In terms of peak-shaving cost, it can be seen from the comparison between Figures 9 and 12
that due to the high additional cost coefficient of traditional power generation units,
multi-energy storage devices that can suppress the uncertainty of new energy output at a
lower cost can produce better economic results. Verified the superiority of the dynamic
optimization algorithm for new energy output proposed in this article in terms of power
regulation and economy.

6. Conclusions and Prospects

In response to the strong uncertainty of new energy output in multi-energy systems,
this paper proposes a dynamic optimization method for new energy output in multiple
time intervals based on the coordination of multiple energy storage devices.

First, a model for energy conversion and regulation characteristics of multi-energy
storage devices was studied; then, according to the fluctuation characteristics of new
energy output, a dynamic optimization strategy of new energy output based on the time
discretization of an output optimization problem is proposed, and the solution model
is established; finally, based on the data of the multi-energy system in actual operation,
a simulation system was established, and the conclusions of simulation verification are
as follows:

(1) In the process of optimizing new energy output based on multi-energy storage de-
vices, each energy storage device participates in regulation, which can fully unleash
the charging and discharging potential of the energy storage device and effectively
suppress fluctuations in new energy output.

(2) The enhancement of uncertainty in the output of new energy will inevitably lead to an
increase in the system’s peak-shaving pressure and cost. However, using the dynamic
optimization algorithm proposed in this article allows multi-energy systems to still
provide sufficient load reserve and temporary stable reserve even when traditional
power generation units use smaller start-up methods, reducing the system’s peak-
shaving pressure.
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(3) In terms of peak-shaving costs, the method proposed in this article can suppress
the uncertainty of new energy output at a lower cost and improve the operational
economy of multi-energy systems.

In summary, the control method proposed in this paper has a good adjustment effect
in terms of system power balance and economy; however, there are many calculation
steps in the simulation process. Therefore, future research on the simplification of the
solution steps and the rate improvement of the algorithm proposed in this paper is a good
research direction. Moreover, in the process of new energy stabilization, the different
configuration capacities and types of multi-energy storage in the power grid will lead
to different stabilization results. Therefore, the optimal configuration scheme of energy
storage suitable for the control method proposed in this paper is also one of the future
research directions.
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